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San Juan Islands Monument Advisory Committee 
Meeting 
September 24, 2019 

Location: Lopez Community Center, Lopez Island, WA 
Time:  10:30 am – 1:45 pm 

MAC Present: Rhea Milller, Tom Reynolds, Tracey Cottingham, Erin Corra, Shirley Williams, Jackie 
Ferry, Jamie Stephens, Leslie MacDonald, Mike Jonas, Gene Helfman (via phone) 

BLM Present: Jessica Montcalm, Skeet Townley, Nick Teague, Michelle Brown (via phone) Lauren Pidot 
(via phone) 

Public:  over 15 local Lopez residents in the audience 

Call to Order and Welcome:   
• Rhea Miller, MAC Chair, opened the meeting and called the meeting to order with introductions

around the table to include those on the phone and BLM staff present in the room
• Michelle Brown, Acting Spokane District Manager  welcomed everyone and thanked everyone

for their dedication and participation in this process

Adjustments to existing agenda: 
• Chair asked for any adjustments needed to be made to the existing agenda:

o Chair asked to introduce to the MAC 3 letters to consider and officially endorse
o Chair read aloud the Letter written by Congressman Rick Larsen to DOI Secretary and

BLM Director
 Main focus of letter was referring to dispersed camping, lack of capacity,

emergency response needed, wildfire concerns and requesting BLM does not
add any dispersed camping (with or without a permit) into the Proposed RMP.

 Chair Proposed a Resolution: Asking MAC to endorse this letter and add that this
letter on no way supersedes  Tribes from their Treaty Rights

• Motion made by Mike Jonas
• Seconded by Tom Reynolds
• MAC Voted unanimously in favor of endorsing this letter
• Special note was asked to be made in the meeting minutes that no one

on the MAC had seen or known about dispersed camping being in the
proposed RMP.

o Chair read aloud the Letter written by San Juan County Council and County Staff to BLM
Spokane District Manager
 Main focus of letter was referring to MAC’s role in RMP Process and lack of

participation
 Concerns about day-use at Posey island and loss of Washington State Parks

cooperative management
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 Dispersed camping: with limited BLM capacity and over 90% of comments
against dispersed camping

 Grassland restoration: increasing to a 5 year plan instead of the preferred 10%
 Forest health: increase opportunities and consider additional eco-system

features
 Wildfire: the ¼ mile analysis of nearby structures does not meet the reality of

landscape
 Recommends Tribes work with Washington State Parks Supervisors to protect

cultural resources
• MAC discussion of letter.  Concerns about Tribes not having their voices

heard
• Chair Proposed a Resolution: Asking MAC to endorse this letter

o Motion made by Mike Jonas
o Seconded by Tom Reynolds
o MAC Voted unanimously in favor of endorsing this letter

o Chair read aloud the Letter she received as MAC Chair written by San Juan County
Emergency Preparedness Staff, Brendan Cowan.
 Main focus of letter was referring to negative effects of dispersed camping, and

shooting with potential to cause fires
 Chair Proposed a Resolution asking MAC to endorse this letter

• Motion made by Mike Jonas
• Seconded made by Tom Reynolds
• MAC voted unanimously in favor of endorsing this letter

 Chair asked all three letters in hard copy form be added to the official meeting minutes

• When does this MAC officially expire? Questioning information found on BLM’s website
referring to this MAC and under item #11 it states this MAC will expire 9.29.2019 which
contradicts previous understandings that this MAC was to be in place throughout the
duration of the RMP based on the original Charter.

o ‘How does the MAC continue?’  MAC asked Michelle Brown,
Acting Spokane District Manager to clarify about how the MAC
is to continue; specifically to find answers if this MAC can
continue from DRAFT RMP through Implementation beyond the
end of this month by asking The BLM Acting State Director.
Michelle Brown, BLM will find out and get the information to
Jessica Montcalm, BLM, Acting Monument Manager

Committee vacancies & updates: 
 Jessica Montcalm, Acting Monument Manager updated and shared with the MAC

that all applications for MAC positions were submitted 7.5.2019 to Washington DC.
More than likely due to an overwhelming amount of nationwide applications for
other RAC/ MACs it is estimated to be 10-11 months: July 2020 before
appointments are made.
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Selection of Chairperson and Vice Chair: 
 Existing Chair motioned to select a new serving Chairperson, nominating Tom

Reynolds
o Seconded by Mike Jonas
o MAC vote unanimous:  Tom Reynolds new Chair
o New Chair Tom Reynolds approved former Chair Rhea Miller to continue

and facilitate meeting.
 Tom Reynolds motioned to select new Vice-Chair, nominating Tracey Cottingham

o Seconded by Mike Jonas:
o Discussion: opening opportunities for other interested parties; none at this

time
o MAC vote unanimous: Tracey Cottingham, new Vice-Chair

Resource Management Plan (RMP) process and timeline: 
• Lauren Pidot, SJINM RMP Lead Planner: introduced herself and led the MAC in updates 

to the current DRAFT RMP EIS situation.
• Lauren shared:

o Pre-public review of the DRAFT went to the Cooperating Agencies and Consulting 
Tribes and did not go to the MAC

o Currently the DRAFT is in internal BLM review
 Currently the document is at the OR/WA State Office, BLM,
 Maybe in about 2 weeks’ time the document will move to Washington 

DC DOI
 The published document could be available no earlier than late October; 

it is really hard to say exactly how long things may take for DC to move it 
along

 Once published there will be a 30 day Public Protest Period running 
concurrent with a 60 day Governor’s Consistency review

 If there are closures to Hunting or shooting in the Proposed, there are 
new Dingle Act requirements, adding an additional 60 day Public 
Comment period for proposed shooting closures

o Clarification on how to file a protest and emphasized following the “Checklist” to 
ensure protests and the time folks spent on them are valid and helpful towards 
the final outcome

o Clarification on the post Record of Decision (ROD) process and the process for 
amending the plan if needed due to changing times and circumstances.  The 
Resource Management Plan is scheduled for review every five years. 
Additionally, if substantial adjustments are needed then those adjustments are 
made through Resource Management Plan amendments, and additional public 
comment periods would take place

o Clarification on who reviews the protests.  Washington DC BLM is the official 
reviewer and more than likely would work with local BLM Offices on establishing 
which protests are to be considered 
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o Clarification on Charter processes and how two years ago a host of Charters 
were lumped together and approved all at once.  It is hard to say if this would 
happen again given current trends.
 MAC member asked “Is BLM in violation of Proclamation regarding the 

MAC position and participation in this process?
• Acknowledgment that during the first two years of the process 

the MAC was deeply engaged and this involvement shaped the 
development of the Draft RMP/EIS.  The inability of the MAC to 
meet over the last two years was unfortunate and prevented 
the MAC from providing comments as a group on the published 
Draft RMP or recommendations as a group on the Proposed 
RMP.

o MAC asked for a heads up and as much of an early notification prior to when the 
Proposed is Published.

o Clarification about Post ROD processes, once the ROD is signed the BLM will then 
focus towards implementation

o Clarification on how Budget and Fiscal year monies affect the implementation 
process:
 Monies do come around throughout the year and there are many things 

that can be implemented rather quickly without costing too much 
money, such as signs and information sharing

 Michelle Brown, BLM, shared that Fiscal Year 2020 monies will have to 
be approved by Congress and the existing projections are not all that 
promising

o Clarification on the size of the document at FINAL ROD Proposed and Published.
 No more than 300 pages and will still have all the appendixes.
 There will be additional appendixes added that were not part of the 

Preferred DRAFT, and there should not be to many extensive changes in 
the document

 The FINAL Proposed could be an assortment of items pulled from the 
Range of Alternatives

 There will also be an Appendix added which will have the FINAL 
decisions pulled from the existing text to identify those decisions

o Concern shared by MAC members that if the Proposed published document 
comes out during the Holidays, it may be difficult for them to participate in a 
review

o Clarification that the MAC could protest as the MAC and also as individuals
o Clarification of span of time needed to officially hold the next potential MAC 

meeting.  90 days to get meeting published in the Federal Register to ensure it’s 
published 30 days prior to the meeting. 

Public Comment Period 

Tom Reeve: local resident, former MAC Chair and member of Islanders for the San Juan Islands 
National Monument (formerly known as: INCA) 

• Recommend MAC stay engaged and keep moving forward
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• Commended Local BLM Staff:  Marcia, Jessica, Skeet, and Nick for their openness and
willingness to work together

• Referenced Congressman Rick Larsen’s letter:
o BLM must follow established CFRs regarding RMP Processes for the MAC
o Must follow Proclamation
o MAC did not had a chance to review the DRAFT Alternatives
o MAC did not get a chance to discuss dispersed camping
o Recommended MAC and Public stay engaged
o Referenced the Governor’s 60 day consistency review period and shared details

of this process
o Encouraged MAC and public to learn more about other local and state plans and

how the possible proposed RMP might be in conflict with these existing plans.
This will help the Governor make a case during consistency review.  Also
recommended figuring out who they need to talk to  learn more and better
understand these existing plans

Chuck Schietinger:  local resident and engaged throughout this entire process 
• Supported the MAC endorsement of the 3 letters and asked folks to raise their hands in

the audience: “who also supports the 3 letters”  over 90 % of those present raised their
hands

• Encouraged more of the public to endorse the same letters as well
• Thanked the MAC and BLM staff for the continued dedication and support

Asha Lela:  local resident, Friends of Chadwick, coordinator for the BLM ACEC Volunteer Monitoring 
Program, member of INCA, Islanders for the San Juan Islands National Monument. 

• Provided overview on how the MAC officially ended up and was part of the
proclamation.  This community told DOI Secretary Salazar and President Obama that
they would only support a National Monument if the community had control and was
involved with a voice in the outcomes of the RMP by way of a MAC.

• Shared dispersed camping will be a disaster and damage the Objects and Values of the
proclamation.

o Shared volunteers do not have the capacity to monitor for dispersed camping
and fears here 28 year program will fall apart.

o Concerned about local opposition once the local community finds out about
dispersed camping and how that will damage the long established relationship
with BLM from the local level and nationally.

o Offered solutions to work with higher-ups in the legislative channels, especially
Inslee and Cantwell.  Inslee should hear a loud and clear voice from the locals

Sally Reeve:  local resident, adjacent land owner to BLM, Iceberg Point, member of INCA, Islanders for 
the San Juan Islands National Monument. 

• Shared there needs to be a strong community voice
• There are good relationships with local BLM and National
• Hoped the BLM will take all they heard and move it up the line
• Shared frustrations there were no MAC meeting during the furlough and no-one to talk

with
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• BLM is violating the Law; discussed difference between law and Secretarial orders; the 
Secretarial orders do not supersede Presidential Proclamation 

• Proposed FINAL does not meet the Objects and Values.  
• Dispersed camping does not meet Objects and Values  

o Local public safety is an issue 
o Hunting: there needs to be a way to keep the public safe.   
o Wildfire potential: the analysis is woefully inadequate  
o Encouraged MAC and community to stay engaged, show strength, show your 

fight, let’s work together, MAC nominees must be approved 
• Protests: be prepared, correct, and follow the checklist procedures 

 
Tim Clark:  local resident, BLM Volunteer Monitor, Former San Juan County Land Bank Land Steward for 
Lopez Island. 

o Echoed all the concerns and statements of those before him 
o Thanked the MAC and BLM staff for all that they do. 
o Dispersed camping goes against the Objects and Values  

o Wildfire in the San Juan Island is scary and he is very concerned with no true 
resources available from DNR and no local Wildfire trained staff.  

Troy Olsen:  Lummi Nation 
o Thanks to all MAC members for their participation and dedication since the beginning of 

this process. 
o Hopeful this monument will protect the environment for future generations 
o Concerned the Tribal youth of the future will still be able find their cultural in this 

landscape 
o Concerned there will not be equality for tribal youth in the future connecting to their 

traditional lands and way of life 
o Hopeful Tribes are involved for the Proposed process 
o Again thanked MAC for their dedication in the process and planning 

 
Other Items: 

o Future MAC meetings:  in person and or phone 
o Proposed the following dates:  

o November 13th 
o December 10th 

o Former Chair: Rhea Miller expressed that she feels “used’ throughout this process and also 
feels other members of the MAC and public feel the same 

o Chair: Tom Reynolds made motion the San Juan Islands MAC respectfully asks the DOI 
Secretary to extend the San Juan Islands National Monument Advisory Committee in 
compliance with the Proclamation through the entire life cycle of the Resource Management 
Plan process and through implementation and ensures appointees are designated from the 
existing applicant pool in a timely fashion.  

 Seconded by Jackie Ferry 
 Discussion:  who will craft this request?  Committee members ask  

Jessica Montcalm, BLM, Government Representative to develop request 
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 Islanders for the San Juan Island National Monument stated they can help the local community 
understand the Protest Process and help be liaison with the Governor’s Office; Also offered to 
assist MAC members in ways to help the local community understand the complicated process 
based on experiences in other places that met with success 
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